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User Training Agenda 

Time Session 
1 hour NMIS User Interface Overview 
1 hour Managing Nodes (devices) in NMIS.  

Adding and deleting devices and 
groups in NMIS8 

1 hour Incident Scenarios and NMIS Visibility 
(what happens when things break and 
how will it look in NMIS8) 
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Opmantek Community Wiki 
§  Access all available documentation at the Opmantek Community Wiki. 

https://community.opmantek.com 

§  Register @ https://opmantek.com “Join Community” top right. 
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NMIS8 User Interface 
Overview 

Opmantek - Commercial in Confidence 
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The NMIS Dashboard 
http://server_name_or_ip/cgi-nmis8/nmiscgi.pl 
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The NMIS Dashboard – Navigation 

NMIS Menu Bar, clicking on 
names, provides a functional view 
of  available information. 

NMIS Server Selector: shows 
available NMIS slave servers 

Access to installed Opmantek 
Modules, like opMaps, opReports, 
opFlow, opConfig and others. 

NMIS Portal Links, easily 
customised to include links 
to other systems you have. 

Current Logged 
in User and 
Authorisation 
Level, a logout 
button will exist 
depending on 
authentication 
type. 
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The NMIS Dashboard – Widgets 

Quick Search Widget: Quickly find 
devices you need to see details 
about, instant filtering and filtering 
by device properties. 

Network Status and 
Health Widget: 
Summarises all groups 
current status, 
including node up and 
down, and metrics for 
each group, and a 
metric comparison 
indicating if  metrics are 
improving or not. 

NMIS Metrics Widget: 
Summarizes network 
metrics for the last 8 
hours and if  they are 
improving or reducing. 
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The NMIS Dashboard – Log Widgets 

NMIS Logs Widget: allows 
viewing of  NMIS logs and 
syslog if  available 

Select the 
require log to 
view 

Search the 
log for the 
required 
string 

Number of 
lines to 
view (last 
X lines) 

Sort in ascending or 
descending order. 

Select criticality 
level to view. 

Select the group of  
devices to include. 
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The NMIS Dashboard – Extra Controls 

   Pop-out control lets you 
pop a widget to its own tab 
or window in the browser. 

Launch the device 
widget for this node 

   Refresh control refreshes 
the contents of  the widget 

Click on node 
name, event name 
or level to quickly 
filter/serach the log 
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NMIS Menu 
Summary 
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NMIS Primary Menu Options 

The first menu item; “Network Status” provides 
options for seeing the current and historical 
operational status of  all devices managed by NMIS. 

The second menu item; “Network Performance” 
provides options for seeing the current and historical 
performance of  all devices managed by NMIS. 

The third menu item; “Network Tools” contains a 
few convieniet tools for working with devices 
managed by NMIS. 

This section of  the menu is available when 
opFlow is installed on the same server. 
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NMIS Report Menu 
The forth menu item; “Reports” provides access to generate reports now and 
historically, these are through the options “Current” and “History”. 

Report Name Description 

Availability Summarises the availability of  all devices for the reporting period 

Health Summarises the health of  all devices 

Response Time Summarises the response of  all devices 

Top 10 Finds the Top10 devices in several categories, the busy devices. 

Outage Shows all the outages for node or interface in the reporting period 

Port Counts Summarises available ports (interfaces), available physical capacity 
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NMIS Service Desk Menu 

The fifth menu item; “Service Desk” includes options for 
seeing alerting, finding elements and viewing logs. 
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NMIS System Menu 

The sixth menu item; “System” 
provides options for viewing and 
editing the NMIS configuration, 
checking the configuration and 
checking NMIS server 
performance. 

Access to all the 
configuration and 
policy files. 

Checking NMIS 
server performance. 
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NMIS Menu Drill Down 
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NMIS Network Metric Graphs 
The menu item “Network Status -> Network Metric Graphs” 
provides access to seeing the NMIS metrics, availability, health, 
reachability and status over time. 

Select “Network” for entire network or 
select a group name for specific metrics. 
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NMIS Network Status and Health by Group 

Provides a view 
of  network status 
and health of  all 
groups and 
devices in a 
single window. 
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NMIS Current Events 

Accessing “Current Events” will 
show all active events and there 
current escalation level. 
 
Events can also be acknowledged 
here. 
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NMIS Reports – Availability 

“Reports -> Current -> Availability”, 
shows availability for the selected 
period or between the two dates. 

Select Period like the 
day, week, month 

OR select the specific 
dates and times you 
require. 
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NMIS Reports – Top 10 

Reporting period 
controls. 

“Reports -> Current -> Top 
10” is a summary of  the 
highest elements in several 
measures. 

Available Top 10 Report Sections: 
•  Top 10 Nodes by Average 

Response Time 
•  Top 10 Nodes by Average Ping 

loss 
•  Top 10 Nodes by CPU Load 

(Routers only) 
•  Top 10 Nodes by % Processor 

Memory Used (Routers only) 
•  Top 10 Nodes by % IO Memory 

Used (Routers only) 
•  Top 10 Interfaces by Percent 

Utilization 
•  Top 10 Interfaces by Traffic 
•  Top 10 PVC BECN's and FECN's 
•  Top 10 Errors and Discards 
•  Down Interfaces 
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NMIS Reports – Outage 

Reporting period 
controls. 

Report on Nodes 
or Interfaces 

“Reports -> Current -> Outage” 
Provides a summary of  all the 
elements which were down 
during the selected period. 
 
Report can be for nodes or 
interfaces. 
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NMIS Reports – Port Counts 

“Reports -> Current -> Port 
Counts”, summarises all ports 
(interfaces) and shows the 
ports in use, and those not in 
use. 
 
This provides a good summary 
of  available physical capacity. 
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NMIS Device Screens 
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NMIS Node Widget 

Node menu with 
available node/
device views 

Summary of  
node node 
information. 

Available 
node level 
graphs 
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Node Widget: Interfaces 

A table of  all interfaces in 
the device, with current 
information on the 
configuration and operational 
status of  interfaces. 
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Node Widget: Active Interfaces 

A table of  all ACTIVE 
interfaces in the device, with 
current information on the 
configuration and operational 
status of  interfaces.   
 
Only the monitored nodes 
are included in this view. 
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Node Widget: Ports 

The port view shows a small 
graph for each interface 
being collected, very handy 
for comparing where traffic is 
coming from and going to. 
 
Controls included to view 
different graphs and CBQoS 
if  required. 
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Node Widget: Ports -> CBQoS 
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Node Widget: Interface Details 

Interface details, clicking on 
an interface from any 
previous widget will show this 
information. 
 
Configuration information for 
the interface, as well as 
utilisation, packet 
information and if  available 
CBQoS information. 
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Node Widget: Outage 

Current events for this device, that is stateful 
events which are active and the escalation level. 
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Node Widget: Storage 

For devices like servers, all 
the available storage 
information, this could 
include Virtual memory 
information as well as disk. 
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Node Widget: Services 

For devices like servers, all the 
available services being 
monitored. 
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Graph Drill-in: CPU Utilisation 
Clicking on any graph, brings up a BIG graph, you can select the time period 
and zoom in and out of  the graph by clicking on different parts of  it. 
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Graph Drill-in: Interface Utilsation 
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Graph Drill-in: Packet Utilisation 
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Graph Drill-in: Number of  Routes 
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Managing Devices in 
NMIS8 

Opmantek - Commercial in Confidence 
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Information required to add devices. 

Decide on Group Names 

§  How does the network look? 

§ What are the major locations or 
buildings. 

§  How does the business operate? 

§  Are there multiple countries? 

§  Are their data centres? 

§ Will branches or offices be 
represented by region 

§  Each of  these things will likely be 
a group. 

Minimum device information 

§  The absolute minimum you can 
add a device with is: 
§  IP address 
§  SNMP community string 

§  Good to include the following: 
§  name 
§  group 
§  role 
§  CBQoS required or not 
§  business_services 
§  status 
§  services (if  a server) 

Determine your groups before you add devices. 
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Manage Groups 
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Managing Groups in NMIS8 

To manage groups in NMIS access the menu option “System -> System 
Configuration -> NMIS Configuration”. 
 
This will launch a small widget, which hides many settings. 

Select “system” 
from this option. 
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Access the Group Settings 

After selecting 
system from 
this list the 
panel on the 
left will be 
displayed. 

Click on “edit” to 
edit the “group_list”. 
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Editing the Group List 

Edit the group_list 
adding or removing 
the required groups. 
 
This is a string of  
group names, which 
can not contain 
spaces, and there is 
a “,” (comma) 
between each group 
name. 

Click “Edit” when done 
to save the changes. 
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Manage Nodes 
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Managing Nodes (Devices) in NMIS8 

To manage devices in NMIS access the menu option “System -> System 
Configuration -> Nodes (devices)”. 
 
This will display a list of  devices already being managed by NMIS.  You can 
view, add, edit, delete devices from this menu. 

Select “add” to add 
a device.  This will 
only be visible if  you 
are authorised. 

Selecting “edit” will 
bring the same 
screen as “add” but 
all existing 
properties available. 
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Add or Edit a Node (Device) in NMIS8 

1. Complete the node 
properties, selecting 
or entering the 
required information. 

2. Optionally 
complete the 
Depend and 
Services 
properties. 

3. Select the 
SNMP Version, 
if  using 
snmpv1 or 
snmpv2c only 
a community 
string is 
required.  For 
snmpv3 many 
properties are 
required. 

4. If  changing the 
node, select “Add/Edit 
and Update Node” to 
finish. Select add if  
you will update later. 
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Node Properties 
Heading	   Default	   Descrip2on	   Values	  
name	   The	  name	  of	  the	  device	  to	  be	  used,	  this	  should	  be	  the	  CI	  ID	  as	  used	  in	  

other	  systems	  
host	   Hostname	  or	  IP	  address	  of	  the	  device,	  this	  may	  need	  to	  be	  the	  FQDN	  of	  

the	  device	  
community	   public	   The	  SNMP	  Community	  which	  has	  been	  configured	  to	  use	  on	  this	  device	  
group	   The	  group	  to	  which	  this	  device	  belongs	   A	  valid	  group	  name	  from	  group_names	  in	  

Config.nmis	  
roleType	   The	  role	  of	  the	  device	  in	  the	  network	   core,	  distribuHon,	  access	  
services	   The	  services	  on	  this	  device	  to	  monitor	   A	  valid	  service	  name	  from	  Services.nmis	  
businessService	   A	  list	  of	  the	  business	  services	  for	  this	  device	   A	  valid	  business	  sevice	  name	  from	  

Business_Services.nmis	  
serviceStatus	   ProducHon	   The	  status	  of	  the	  device	  for	  service	  management	   Planning,	  Deployment,	  Pre-‐producHon,	  ProducHon,	  

Pilot,	  Suspended,	  Decommissioned,	  Test	  Lab,	  Other	  

locaHon	   The	  locaHon	  of	  the	  device,	  not	  the	  SNMP	  sysLocaHon	  
version	   snmpv2c	   The	  version	  of	  SNMP	  to	  use	   snmpv1,	  snmpv2c,	  snmpv3	  
port	   161	   The	  SNMP	  Daemon	  UDP	  port	  to	  use	  for	  connecHon	   Any	  valid	  UDP	  port	  
model	   automaHc	   The	  name	  of	  the	  Model	  to	  use	  for	  this	  device,	  default	  is	  automaHc	   A	  valid	  model	  name	  from	  the	  NMIS8	  models	  

directory	  
acHve	   true	   Is	  this	  device	  acHve	  in	  NMIS8,	  should	  it	  be	  acHvely	  polled	   true,	  false	  
collect	   true	   Should	  SNMP	  be	  collected	  on	  this	  device	   true,	  false	  
ping	   true	   Should	  this	  device	  be	  polled	  with	  ICMP	  Pings	   true,	  false	  
netType	   lan	   The	  network	  this	  device	  connects	  to.	   lan,	  wan	  
threshold	   true	   Should	  thresholding	  be	  done	  on	  this	  device	   true,	  false	  
cbqos	   none	   Should	  Cisco	  CBQoS	  MIB	  data	  be	  polled	  on	  this	  device	   none,	  in,	  out,	  both	  
depend	   What	  other	  nodes	  is	  this	  node	  dependant	  on.	  
webserver	   false	   Does	  this	  node	  run	  a	  webserver	  for	  management	   true,	  false	  
Hmezone	   0	   What	  is	  the	  Hmezone	  offset	  for	  this	  device	  
calls	   false	   Collect	  Call	  SNMP	  informaHon	  
username	   SNMP	  V3	  Security	  SeYngs	  
authkey	   SNMP	  V3	  Security	  SeYngs	  
authpassword	   SNMP	  V3	  Security	  SeYngs	  
authprotocol	   md5	   SNMP	  V3	  Security	  SeYngs	  
privkey	   SNMP	  V3	  Security	  SeYngs	  
privpassword	   SNMP	  V3	  Security	  SeYngs	  
privprotocol	   des	   SNMP	  V3	  Security	  SeYngs	  
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Customise Node 
Configuration 

By default NMIS will use policy and models to configure nodes, but you 
can always override those settings by using Node Configuration. 
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Modify the Node Configuration for a Node 

Select a node 
to modify the 
configuration 
for. 

To access Node Configuration access the menu option “System -> System 
Configuration -> Node Configuration”.  This will launch a small widget. 
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Modify the Node Configuration (overide) 
When changes are 
complete, select “Store 
and Update Node” to 
finish. Select “Store” if 
you will update later. 

Modify/override 
interface descriptions 
or speed. 

Modify/override node 
contact and location 
(SNMP sysContact and 
sysLocation) 

Enable collection when 
an interface is not 
being collected. 

Disable collection or 
events when an interface 
is being collected. 
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Incident Scenarios and 
NMIS Visibility 

  This section is to work through how incidents 
will appear in NMIS and how you can use NMIS 

to troubleshoot what is happening in the 
network. 
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What causes an incident (event/alert/outage)? 

Hard Failures 

§  Equipment failure 

§  Processor boards 

§  Power supply 

§  Power failure 

§  Branch 

§  Data center 

§  Cable cuts and failure 

§ WAN cables 

§  LAN cables 

§  Fibre optic cables 

§  Data center, LAN or branch 

 

Soft Failures 

§  Resource usage 

§  CPU load 

§  Disk usage 

§ Memory usage 

§ Network interface capacity 

§  Application scalability 

§  Concurrency/scalability 

People/Process 

§  Changes 

§  Configuration change 

§  Equipment upgrades 

§  Operating system upgrades 

Hard failures, soft failures, and people/process issues 
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Incident Scenarios and NMIS Visibility 

§  Scenario 1: High Router CPU 

§  Scenario 2: High Server CPU 

§  Scenario 3: WAN Packet Loss 

§  Scenario 4: Network interface congestion 

§  Scenario 5: Switch hardware failure 

§  Scenario 6: Router hardware failure 

§  Scenario 7: WAN connectivity failure 

§  Scenario 8: Service running service fails 

§  Scenario 9: Routing Problem 

The following scenarios describe what happens before an incident. 
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Scenario 1: Router High CPU 

Business/Customer Impact: 
§  User experiencing high application 

reponse time and having productivity 
problems. 

Technical Symptoms: 
§  Client experiencing high application 

response time  
§  Branch router has high CPU load 
§  Servers are OK 
NMIS8 Visibility: 
§  Health Metrics for router, group and 

network will be reduced 
§  Performance graphs of  router CPU will 

show high CPU 
§  Threshold events may occur for router 

CPU 
§  Response time will increase for router 

and switch. 
§  Synthetic transactions will show 

increased response time. 

High CPU 
Load 

High application 
response time 
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Scenario 1: Related NMIS Visibility 

Health Metrics for 
router, group and 
network will be 
reduced 

Threshold events 
may occur for 
router CPU 

Performance 
graphs of  router 
CPU will show 
high CPU 
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Scenario 2: Server High CPU 

Business/Customer Impact: 
§  User experiencing high application 

reponse time and having productivity 
problems. 

Technical Symptoms: 
§  Client experiencing high application 

response time  
§  Server has high CPU load 
§  Network is OK 
NMIS8 Visibility: 
§  Health Metrics for server, group and 

network will be reduced 
§  Performance graphs of  server CPU will 

show high CPU 
§  Threshold events may occur for Server 

CPU 
§  Synthetic transactions will show 

increased response time. 
§  Response time for server will increase 

High CPU 
Load 

High application 
response time 
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Scenario 2: Related NMIS Visibility 

Health Metrics for 
server, group and 
network will be 
reduced 

Threshold events 
may occur for 
server CPU 

Performance 
graphs of  server 
CPU will show 
high CPU 
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Scenario 3: WAN Packet Loss 

Business/Customer Impact: 
§  User(s) experiencing high application reponse 

time and having productivity problems. 

Technical Symptoms: 
§  Client experiencing high application response 

time  

§  Network devices are OK 

§  Servers are OK 

NMIS8 Visibility: 
§  Packet loss will result in TCP retransmissions 

between the server and the client. 

§  Router interface graphs may show errors. 

§  Threshold events may occur for interface errors 

§  Response time will increase for remote router 
and switch. 

§  Packet loss may occur for the ping and SNMP 
polling, causing “node down” and “snmp 
down”. 

§  Synthetic transactions will show increased 
response time and packet loss. 

WAN Packet 
Loss 

Remote Devices 
 

High application 
response time 
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Scenario 3: Related NMIS Visibility 

Response time 
will increase for 
remote router 
and switch. 

Threshold events may occur 
for interface errors 
Packet loss may occur for 
the ping and SNMP polling, 
causing “node down” and 
“snmp down” 

Router interface 
graphs may 
show errors 
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Scenario 4: Network interface congestion 

Business/Customer Impact: 
§  User experiencing high application reponse time 

and having productivity problems. 
Technical Symptoms: 
§  Client experiencing high application response time  
§  Servers are OK 
NMIS8 Visibility: 
§  Health Metrics for router, group and network will 

be reduced 
§  Congestion will likely result in packet loss and TCP 

retransmissions between the server and the client. 
§  Router interface graphs will show high utilisation. 
§  Router QoS graphs will show high class utilisation 

and possible packet loss. 
§  Threshold events may occur for interface 

utilisation. 
§  Threshold events may occur for interface discards. 
§  Response time will increase for remote router and 

switch. 
§  Packet loss may occur for the ping and SNMP 

polling, causing “node down” and “snmp down”. 
§  Synthetic transactions will show increased 

response time and packet loss. 

Network interface 
congestion 

Remote Devices 
 

High application 
response time 
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Scenario 4: Related NMIS Visibility 

Health Metrics for 
router, group and 
network will be reduced 
Response time will 
increase for remote 
router and switch. 

Threshold events may occur 
for interface utilisation. 
Threshold events may occur 
for interface discards. 
Packet loss may occur for 
the ping and SNMP polling, 
causing “node down” and 
“snmp down” 

Router interface 
graphs will show high 
utilisation. 
Router QoS graphs 
will show high class 
utilisation and 
possible packet loss. 
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Scenario 5: Switch hardware failure 

Business/Customer Impact: 

§  User is unable to connect to any 
applications. 

Technical Symptoms: 

§  User has no network connectivity 

§  Servers are OK 

NMIS8 Visibility: 

§  Health and reachability metrics for 
switch, group and network will be 
reduced 

§  “Node Down” event generated for the 
switch which has failed. 

§  “Interface Down” from the router 
connected to the switch. 

Switch 
hardware fails 

User can not connect 
to any applications 
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Scenario 5: Related NMIS Visibility 

Health and reachability 
metrics for switch, 
group and network will 
be reduced 

“Node Down” event 
generated for the switch 
which has failed. 
“Interface Down” from the 
router connected to the 
switch. 
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Scenario 6: Router hardware failure 

Business/Customer Impact: 
§  User unable to connect to any 

applications. 
Technical Symptoms: 
§  User has connectivity to switch only 
§  Servers are OK 
NMIS8 Visibility: 
§  Health and reachability metrics for 

router, group and network will be reduced 
§  “Node Down” event generated for the 

router which has failed. 
§  “Node Down” event generated for the 

switch connected to the router (unless a 
node dependency has been configured) 

§  Possibly an “Interface Down” from the 
remote wan. 

§  If  device reboots, a “Node Reset” event 
will be generated. 

§  Graph for “routenumber” will show a 
change in available routes. 

Router 
hardware fails 

User can not connect 
to any applications 
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Scenario 6: Related NMIS Visibility 

Health and reachability 
metrics for router, 
group and network will 
be reduced 

“Node Down” event generated for 
the router which has failed. 
“Node Down” event generated for 
the switch connected to the 
router (unless a node dependency 
has been configured) 
Possibly an “Interface Down” 
from the remote wan. 
If  device reboots, a “Node Reset” 
event will be generated. 

Graph for “routenumber” 
will show a change in 
available routes. 
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Scenario 7: WAN connectivity failure 

Business/Customer Impact: 
§  User(s) unable to connect to any 

applications. 

Technical Symptoms: 
§  User has connectivity to switch and 

router. 

§  Servers are OK 
NMIS8 Visibility: 
§  Health and availability metrics for router, 

group and network will be reduced 
§  “Interface Down” event generated from 

the WAN connected router. 

§  “Node Down” event generated for the 
remote devices. (unless a node 
dependency has been configured) 

§  “Proactive Interface Availability” event 
generated for interface which has failed 
after a brief  period 

WAN connectivity 
fails 

Remote Devices 
 

User can not connect 
to any applications 
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Scenario 7: Related NMIS Visibility 

Health and reachability 
metrics for router, 
group and network will 
be reduced 

“Interface Down” event generated from the 
WAN connected router. 
“Node Down” event generated for the remote 
devices. (unless a node dependency has 
been configured) 
“Proactive Interface Availability” event 
generated for interface which has failed after 
a brief  period 
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Scenario 8: Service running service fails 

Business/Customer Impact: 

§  User(s) unable to connect to effected 
application. 

Technical Symptoms: 

§ Network is OK 

NMIS8 Visibility: 

§  Health metrics for server, group and 
network will be reduced 

§  “Service Down” event generated from 
service running the service. 

§  Service availability graph will show 
reduced availability 

Service/daemon for 
application fails 

User can not connect 
to effected application 
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Scenario 8: Related NMIS Visibility 

Health and reachability 
metrics for server, 
group and network will 
be reduced 

“Service Down” event 
generated from service 
running the service. 

Service availability 
graph will show 
reduced availability 
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Scenario 9: Routing problem 

Business/Customer Impact: 
§  User(s) unable to connect to any 

applications. 

Technical Symptoms: 
§  User has connectivity to switch and 

router. 

§  Servers are OK 
NMIS8 Visibility: 
§  Health and availability metrics for router, 

group and network will be reduced 
§  “Node Down” event generated for the 

remote devices. (unless a node 
dependency has been configured) 

§  Active routers graph for “routenumber” 
will show a change in available routes. 

§  Likely to be threshold alerts for response 
time. 

Routing protocol 
problems 

Remote Devices 
 

User can not connect 
to any applications 
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Scenario 9: Related NMIS Visibility 

Health and reachability 
metrics for router, 
group and network will 
be reduced 

“Node Down” event generated for 
the remote devices. (unless a 
node dependency has been 
configured) 
Likely to be threshold alerts for 
response time. 

Active routers graph for 
“routenumber” will show 
a change in available 
routes. 
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Application Troubleshooting 
Scenario 
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Using opFlow to Find Who – AppSource 

The default view is the 
Application Source, 
which IP is generating 
the application traffic. 

The application 
here is 
Macromedia 
Flash video, 3.5 
megabytes every 
minute. 
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Using opFlow to Find Who – AppDestination 

Selecting the 
Application 
Destination 
will tell us 
which IP 
address is 
receiving the 
data. 

Macromedia 
Flash video, is 
going to 
192.168.88.26 
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Using opFlow to Find Who – Conversation 
Matrix Selecting View and 

Conversation Matrix opens 
a new view with detailed 
data. 

This is the flow of  data 
causing all the traffic, 
using 1.3 megabytes per 
second. 
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Using opFlow to Find Who – Filter and Export 

Click “Export to CSV” to 
get the raw flow data into 
Excel, this is the data from 
the Database. 

Click the names or IP address to 
filter all the flow data for that IP or 
application. 

Pop-out button launches opTools 
or other. 
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Using opFlow to Find Who – opTools 

Clicking the Pop-out icon will go to 
opTools and you can use the tools 
to determine what and where the 
server is. 
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Network Troubleshooting 
Scenario 
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Questions? 

Opmantek - Commercial in Confidence 


